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With the business world finally beginning to transition
away from the settings that were commonly adopted as a
result of the recent global pandemic, many organizations
are looking to welcome employees back to the office.
However, with the newly
heightened sanitary standards,
health protocols, and industry
regulations that have remained in
place for these organizations, the
return to “business as usual” can
cause a hindrance for employers
relying on their employees to
lend a hand. Satisfying these
requirements and restoring the
pre-pandemic work environment
at a commercial property often
requires more than the efforts
of individual team members.
Licensed commercial cleaning professionals like those at
Image One are equipped with the background, training,
and tools necessary to properly sanitize an office building
and attract employees and clients back.
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Offering top-quality commercial cleaning services
is nothing new for the team at Image One. We’ve
been in business for more than 30 years, having
witnessed and adapted to changes of all sorts
regarding the sanitary needs and challenges that
businesses have faced. While some organizations
may have felt they could handle everything cleaning
related on their own in years past, the global
pandemic certainly alerted them to just how many
tasks they had overlooked in their cleaning plans.
Luckily, Image One’s janitorial professionals were
able to come to their rescue with the capabilities
they needed to keep their business open and
running as smoothly as possible.

Local Image One franchises have been handling
vital cleaning, sanitizing, and disinfecting
responsibilities on behalf of their commercial clients
since the early days of the pandemic. During that
time, our teams have proven that they have what it
takes to offer the best possible protection against
the spread of diseases that commonly sweep
through an uncleaned office, including COVID-19.
Even as the worst of the pandemic has seemed to
pass, Image One’s commercial cleaning services
have become a vital part of our clients’ ability to
remain operating at an optimal capacity, particularly
by helping convince employees and customers to
return to their facilities in person. It’s no wonder so
many employers who partner with Image One are
bragging to others in their industry and community
about the professional jobs we do for them.
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We Go Beyond Just Cleaning
Many commercial cleaning service providers claim

curb the spread of these germs can also land

that they have what it takes to give each of their

organizations in hot water with the industry

client’s properties the cleaning treatment they need.

regulations they fail to follow, leading to penalties.

However, the cleaning products and methods they
use are rather simple in nature. They often focus on

On the other hand, Image One differentiates

merely removing dirt and other visible messes so a

between our cleaning, sanitization, and

property can pass the ‘eye test.’

disinfecting services in ways that
few other commercial cleaners

What they fail to address are the germs that can

can. While some assume

spread quickly if left untreated and infect the
employees working at a business, which will
negatively affect their health and productivity.
Beyond how it affects employees, neglecting to
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these efforts fall under the simple label of

move-out cleanings, post-construction sanitization,

“cleaning,” we illustrate the difference between all

and vacancy cleaning. Many of these scenarios

three through our methods that focus on providing

involve the work of construction professionals who

a comprehensive cleaning that eliminates visible

don’t typically consider all of the sanitary hazards

messes, kills germs, and removes the traces of an

their work can create. Image One’s trained janitorial

unsanitary environment. This is why our disinfecting

technicians are equipped with the knowledge and

for health cleaning service is able to stand out from

tools to catch and resolve anything that may have

so many others who don’t protect against the threat

gone unnoticed during the construction projects on

these unsanitary surfaces present.

the property.

While other commercial cleaners utilize one

Additionally, Image One franchises use innovative

standard approach to cleaning an entire property,

green cleaning methods, which reduce the harmful

Image One offers specialized treatments to fit

environmental effects that typically result from

the unique needs of each facility. These include

the use of traditional cleaning products that

treatments tailored specifically to surfaces like

others often use. Our green cleaning maximizes the

walls, hard floors, carpets, windows, and more. We

benefits of our commercial cleaning services

also help property managers with cleaning plans

by avoiding the release of harsh chemicals

for special circumstances, including move-in and

that can undo the good work of commercial
cleaning services.
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Customer Service
Provides Crucial Visibility
Delivering a top-quality commercial cleaning

feedback on the work our technicians have

service goes much further than just the products

completed and schedule follow-up inspections or

and techniques that are used. Our janitorial work

future cleanings as needed.

involves a strong commitment to customer service

In today’s working world, employees, customers,

that incorporates the feedback our clients give us
during the sanitization project. We here at Image
One understand the importance of recognizing our
client’s individual needs and strive to ensure that
our customer service efforts match the standard of
our cleaning protocols.

industry health regulators, and many other
stakeholders place greater priority on the sanitary
condition of a workplace than ever before. Not only
does your property NEED high-quality cleaning, but
your facility also DESERVES to be properly cleaned,
sanitized, and disinfected to improve the image of

This is why we built the IntelliClean™

your business and protect the health of those that

communication system, which gives our clients full

enter the building. If you want to be able to brag

visibility into the janitorial work that we complete

to others in your business community about the

in their facilities. This innovative database allows

sanitary conditions at your facility, reach out to

property managers, business owners, and other

your nearby Image One franchise today, and we’ll

decision-makers to monitor the status of the

provide the commercial cleaning services your

cleaning projects being handled by Image One’s

organization deserves!

janitorial professionals. Throughout the process,
you can use the IntelliClean™ communication
system to directly contact your designated Image
One team member located at our headquarters,
as well as the Image One janitorial professionals
working at your site. Clients can also submit
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